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Steel still
king
Advanced steels and processes offer
better performance and lower cost,
particularly in powertrain applications.
by Ryan Gehm

HIsarna is a joint project to develop
a new environmentally friendly ironmaking process, by combining HIsmelt
and a technology under development
by ULCOS called Isarna. The goal is to
dramatically reduce CO2 emissions from
steel production.
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Materials Feature

Timken

Microalloy steels have made significant inroads in components such as crankshafts.

Stricter emissions requirements translate
into much higher pressures, which means
the steel used for fuel-injection systems, for
example, must have higher toughness and
better fatigue characteristics. Shown is a
diesel fuel injector body manufactured from
parapremium carburizing steel supplied by
Timken.

T

he old motivational saying, “If you’re not improving, you’re getting
worse,” can very easily be applied to the materials development world.
Design engineers, metallurgists, tribologists, process personnel, and
others are constantly working to offer better performance, higher quality, lower overall cost, and simpler processing from their products; because if they’re not, a new material or a different grade from a competing company is always waiting to add new applications to its resume.
In the off-highway industry, steel is by far the material of choice. But
still, competition exists. “There’s not a lot of drive to reduce weight or
go to ultra-high strengths [in off-highway], so usually one steel is competing against another,” said Mike Burnett, a technologist at Timken.
“Most applications, steel is the incumbent and it has been for many
years, and we’re just improving upon what has been the historical material in the application.”
Steel is widely used for applications ranging from steering knuckles
to ground-engaging equipment to structural-type members. “[But] we
see more requirements, more drive for advanced materials in the whole
powertrain,” he said.
Driving the demand for more advanced steels in the powertrain are
fast-approaching, stricter emissions requirements, as well as the desire
for improved fuel economy and increased power density—being able to
deliver more power in a more compact space. For Timken, that means
making advanced steels for such critical areas as fuel-injection systems.
“As far as true advances [in steel], it would probably be in the injection systems where emissions requirements translate into much higher
pressures,” said Craig Darragh, Senior New Business Development
Technologist, Timken. “So you have in the injection system very clean
steels [i.e., no intergranular oxidation] and/or shape-controlled steels
with higher toughness and better fatigue characteristics.”
“We’re constantly improving those characteristics, both from an
alloy standpoint and internal cleanness standpoint,” added Burnett.
www.offhighway-online.org

“They’re going to higher and higher pressures, which puts higher and
higher stress on these components, and they need better and better
steels.”

Cost always a consideration

One competitive material to steel is cast iron, notably in cylinder liners.
But steelmakers such as Timken are making a push to claim that application area as well.
“The challenge there is steel is more expensive, so if they have the
design capability, the easiest way is to design in cast iron to keep the
cost down,” said Burnett. But the door may be opening for steel due to
increased performance requirements. “In some applications, they’re
reaching the limits of cast iron so they have to move into steel,” he continued. “We have developed recently…some cylinder-liner grades that
show some advantages with regards to being able to withstand the
higher pressures associated with these power cells, with the increased
emissions requirements.”
Reduced cost—as well as improved strength and durability—is one
reason new grades of microalloy steels “are winning some of the battles
against cast-iron components,” said David Anderson, Director for the
Automotive Applications Council and of Long Products for the
American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI).
Microalloy steels have been around for decades, and as the technology has advanced it has made significant inroads in components such
as crankshafts, steering knuckles, and hydraulic cylinder liners.
“They’re generally used in applications where the strength levels are
lower than what you would have in gearing,” noted Darragh.
Simplified manufacturing and reduced processing costs are driving
this trend. “Microalloy steels are produced to give you a nice fine-grain
microstructure during fabrication. It helps in increasing the toughness
of the material and also in manufacturing in that you could eliminate
Copyright © March 2009 SAE OHE
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Materials Feature

QuesTek applied its proprietary Materials by Design R&D
process to design and develop Ferrium C61 carburized steel.

ity using more conventional processes.
Last fall, mining and exploration company
Rio Tinto and ULCOS—a consortium of nearly
50 European companies including major steelmakers such as ArcelorMittal, Corus,
ThyssenKrupp, and Voest—agreed to collaborate on a project to develop a new environmentally friendly iron-making process, based on the
combination of HIsmelt and a technology under
development by ULCOS called Isarna.
Formed in 2004, ULCOS (Ultra Low CO2
Steelmaking) aims to reduce CO2 emissions
from steel production by at least 50% via new
technologies. The Isarna process is based on
direct smelting of iron ore fines using a smelt
cyclone in combination with a coal-based smelter. All process steps are directly hot-coupled,
avoiding energy losses from intermediate treatment of materials and process gases. The
HIsmelt smelter uses coal and oxygen-enriched
air in combination with a fluidized bed iron ore
preheater to produce liquid iron.
The joint project, called HIsarna, aims to develop a new process by
operating the combination on pure oxygen, which facilitates CO2 capture and storage.
“The main feature of the process is that it uses the raw material coal
and iron ore almost ‘as mined,’ while the blast furnace route needs pretreatment steps for the coal and the ore,” explained Koen Meijer,
ULCOS Project Coordinator for Corus. “The coal is processed to coke
and the ore to pellets and/or sinter; these steps are eliminated by
Isarna.”
In addition to lower operating costs, another major benefit of the
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QuesTek’s high-strength/
high-toughness C61 alloy is
available for power transmission
applications. It is widely used in
SCORE 1600 class off-road racing
car transaxles (ring and pinion
shown).

process is “increased raw material flexibility compared to the blast furnace, use of non-coking coals, and wider range of ores—for instance,
ores with phosphor and zinc and use of plant reverts,” Meijer noted.
“Due to increased energy efficiency, [the Isarna process results in a]
20% reduction in CO2 emissions per ton of hot rolled coil. If applied in
combination with carbon storage, the reduction can be as high as 80%.”
A pilot plant rated at 65,000 t (72,000 ton) per year will be built at
Saarstahl (an ULCOS participant) in Völklingen, Germany. The facility
is due to start operations in early 2010, followed by a three-year pilot
testing phase. According to Meijer, the HIsarna process should be ready
for high-volume use by 2015. sohe
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